
FREE WordPress Support 
We will provide support for any WordPress issue you are having on your website that is 
causing it not to function properly. This means if anything breaks on your website, we will 
jump into action to fix it at no extra cost. 
 
LiteSpeed Web Server 
Our hosting environment runs on a LiteSpeed web server which is the fastest web server in 
the world and uses the least server resources. That allows website owners to have faster 
websites. 
 
Full 24/7 management 
Your hosting hardware and software is fully managed by us 24/7/365. We answer any 
questions you may have related to your server and we fix any issues that arise proactively 
to eliminate any downtime. 
 
FREE website migration 
We will migrate all your websites from any platform and server at no extra cost and will 
verify all of the migrated websites function correctly on the new server. The only thing you 
need to do is provide the login details to your old hosting server. Free migrations are only 
completed when a hosting account is set up. This is only free at the time of hosting plan 
purchase. 
 
FREE SSL certificates 
Each of your websites will get a free Let’s encrypt SSL certificate, automatically installed. 
 
Shield security protection 
Shield is an innovative security solution which blocks 99.998% of the web attacks to your 
website. It also monitors your website in real-time and notifies you if a hack occurs. 
 
Daily disaster recovery backups 
Your daily backups are stored on a remote backup server in a remote data center. This 
ensures that your backups are always safe. 
 
HTTP/3 support 
HTTP/3 uses the new Internet transport protocol QUIC which makes your websites faster 
and more reliable. 
 
One Click Website Restore 
You can restore any file, email or database from your control panel with a single click on the 
mouse. 
 
Infection FREE Guarantee 
We are so confident that your website will not get infected in our hosting environment that if 
it ever does, we will clean it at no extra cost. 
 
Unlimited Email Accounts 
 
Unlimited Monthly Bandwidth 


